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of the Guide
In Fa[[ 2006, Ameica Reads Spanishl launched an on-tine survey
to librarians in charge of Latin American collections in public,
and research libraries in the United States of America, so that, in
capacity as experts, they would suggest works germane to the creation
a hibtiographic Hispanic database which was initiatty thought would
500 titles. The works woutd refer to Spanish letters, language and
: fiction, poetry, theater, essays, reference work and chitdren's litenture.
Bookse[[ers, writers, professors, editors and journa[ists atso
this ca[t, and hetped to significantly enrich the finaL resutts.
tilarch 2007, the compilation of materials was ctosed with neartv one
nd suggested works. From those recommendations, 500 works,
rriEinalty foreseen, were setected for inclusion in the Guide.
The Risks of a Plural Endeavor
The open, one might say, chorat, nature of this bibLiography stems
its own genesis; this is not simply a conventional determination
a canon, rather its value and its richness reside in the fact that the
nded works have been previously read, consulted and used by
:rofessionats who suggested them and who so aver.
The procedure for obtaining the t i t les in th is Guide was
oubted[y a r isky proposi t ion;  precedence was given to f ree
tion over the normative pyramidal process invotving Literary
rs, the distribution of areas of expertise, etc., knowing aLl. the
of the possible disparity in authors, themes, eras and geographic
which might thus obtain.
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The final result presented now demonstrates that it was worth
assuming that risk. The Guide is a rich and plura[, distinctive bibLiography,
and white many of the names listed therein are found in the canons of
the most representative works of our literatures, in other instances one
wiLL f ind lesser known or forgotten authors and works, but which
nonethetess are of equal import and interest.
Structure of the Guide
The bibliography is divided into five major sectio ns: Fiction, poetry
and Theater, Essoys, Reference works, and chirdren's and young Aduit
Literature.In each section, the works are ordered alphabeticatty by titte.
Each reference includes the titLe in spanish, its translation into Engl.ish,
a brief note about the work, and the name of the author of the comment
and his or her profession and/or place of work; the reference concludes
with information about existent pubLished transtations of the work into
Engl.ish. It was deemed appropriate not to include information relative
to ptaces of pub[ication, publishers, collections, and ISBNs. The Guide
is further supplemented by general indexes by authors, t i tLes and
co[[aborators.
Usefulness of the Guide
The Guide aspires to be useful for librarians who wish to endow a
basic Hispanic orpus or to comptete the one they currently possess
with quality works. It may also prove valuable for American biokseLLers
who wish to enrich their offerings for a more demanding readership.
Undoubtedly. the Guide may atso provide practical support in the
selection of works for teachers and professors of spanish 
.and 
Hispanic
literatures. The information about existing transiations into Engl.ish
may be hetpful to editors and translators; from the bibLiography one
can appreciate that there are many important work of literature in
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rsn which have not been translated or pubtished in Engr.ish. Fina[ty,
fir--de may be used by any reader who seeks advice or suggestions.
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